PARKING
METERS

PrestoEuropa
MODULAR PARKMETER

A fully customizable interface to fit any parking
policy
The PrestoEuropa parkmeter includes modular
elements that make it unique for each city. The
user interface offers the option to integrate several
payment means like contactless or chip based credit
cards for faster, cash less transactions. The use of
an alphanumeric keyboard allows further specific
options like free parking time.
For improved reading, the PrestoEuropa is available
with a large optional color screen.
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Designed for minimal consumption

Quality and safety is guaranteed

The PrestoEuropa is an ultra compact parkmeter designed for low energy
consumption. The interior space and all electronical components are optimised to reduce material consumption and consequently its ecological
footprint. The machine is solar powered and its architecture for autonomous operations limits its energy consumption.

All IEM equipment is tested during the design phase and before shipping
to ensure impeccable reliability. The security of the cash box is enhanced
with patented reinforced stainless steel panels and electronic locks.

APPLICATIONS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Payments of hourly tickets

Payment of short and long term subscriptions

Payment of timeout violation fines (only France)

Management of privileges

Management of stored values

Applications of free parking time

PrestoEuropa
Size

L230 x W230 x H1645 mm

Weight

65 kg

Cabinet

Extruded aluminum cabinet with cash box enforced and wrapped with stainless steel plates

Power supply

Solar or mains

Solar power
autonomy

Monochrome : 200 tickets / day *
Color : 100 tickets / day * with option solar panels
15 watts

Power consumption
stand by

Less than 1mA
With virtual ticket option : less than 4mA

Cash box volume

4,5 litres

Ticket roll capacity

5,000 tickets

Liability

Less than 1 defect per year
Temperature range : -20°C to +70°C
2 years warranty, with possible extension to 5 years

Data

Real time communication with the centralised parking platform via 3G/4G and remote programming

Options

Payment means : cash, contactless, electronic
wallets
Alphanumeric keyboard
Color screen
Mains supply
Cabinet available in different RAL colors
Interface layout and exterior panels personalizeable
Languages : French, English, German, Spanish

Communication

Presto1000

Enforcement of parking rotations

Management of shopping vouchers
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